CONCLUSION:
- This play set the stage & laid the foundation for the next building step for future dramas at JCC

FUTURE GOALS:
- Future goals include establishing & promoting a drama program on the Olean JCC campus that will gain a reputation in the community as an excellent theatrical experience

RESULTS & REFLECTIONS:
- Over one hundred individuals attended the performance. - The audience participation in the play helped increase their involvement & understanding of the story. - Cast learned to ad lib which resulted in making the comedy even more hysterical. - Cast members improved their acting & performing skills. Excellent reviews were received by all ages concluding that the play was successful

OBJECTIVES:
- Develop leadership & organizational skills in the student director role
- Develop relationships in team building skills among the cast
- Improve individual abilities in the art of acting & performing for audiences
- Lay the foundation for building a strong proactive theatrical community
- Promote the JCC Theatrical Program by encouraging participation in extra curricular activities on campus

PROCESS:
- Select play (acquire necessary regulations & locations)
- Rewrite and/or make changes to adapt to our local performance
- Hold auditions followed by cast assignments to JCC students & faculty
- Conduct weekly rehearsals to develop acting skills
- Design & create staging – select costumes & props for cast members
- Promote performance on campus, in newspaper & the community
- Make final adaptations for the multiple performances
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